
ESSENTIALS
Health & Sanitization

If the COVID-19 pandemic taught us anything it’s that by keeping yourself safe and healthy 
you’re protecting everyone else around you as well.

Wϋrth Essentials is committed to keeping everyone in good health by offering a wide variety of health and 
sanitization essentials that can be useful across every industry. From hand sanitizer to gloves to protective eyewear 
and more, Wϋrth Essentials is your one-stop shop for health and safety products.
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Please Note:  
Prices and stock levels are subject to change 
based on manufacturer availability. Items 
listed in this catalog are non-returnable. 

ABOUT WÜRTH ESSENTIALS
Würth Line Craft North America, a Business Unit of the global, 
German-based Würth Group, is excited to announce the creation of a 
new division, launching in 2021. Based out of Vernon Hills, IL, Würth 
Essentials is a premier supplier for your home and workplace health, 
sanitation, and safety needs!  

Würth Essentials is also excited to announce they will be the exclusive 
supplier of the 100% Bio-Based Organic Hand Sanitizer: Lemyn 
Organics! The newly created product has gone through months of 
testing to ensure it is 100% Biobased, Vegan, and Cruelty free!  This 
odorless, non-sticky, product is more than 99.99% effective at killing 
germs quickly! More details coming soon!

Along with hand sanitizer, Würth Essentials also stocks a variety 
of other products needed to carry about your daily personal and 
professional life in this “new normal” – touch-less thermometers, 
sanitation stations, masks, gloves, disinfectants, cleaning wipes, 
coveralls, shoe covers, the list goes on! 
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ABOUT THE WÜRTH GROUP
The Würth Group is the global market leader in its core business—the sale of fastening and assembly materials. It 
currently consists of more than 400 companies in over 80 countries with about 78,500 employees on its payroll. 
Approximately 34,000 of them are salaried sales representatives. 

Würth Essentials

In the Group’s core business, the Würth 
Line, the sales program for the skilled trades 
and industry comprises more than 125,000 
products: from screws, screw accessories 
and anchors to tools, technical chemicals 
and personal protective equipment. The 
Allied Companies of the Würth Group, which 
operate in business areas related to its core 
business, round off the range by offering 
products for DIY stores, material for electrical 
installations, electronic components such as 
circuit boards, tools, and financial services. 
They account for more than 40 percent of the 
Würth Group’s sales volume. 



INTRODUCING
LEMYN ORGANICS™
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All Hand Sanitizer isn’t Equal
Did you know that the FDA has a running list of 200+ sanitizers that are completely ineffective? The 
crushing 2020 demand for hand sanitizer had opportunists scrambling to launch consumer products that 
were found to be completely ineffective, and in some cases, dangerous.

At Lemyn Organics™, we think it’s time the products we use on our family are, well, personal. Relevant, 
thoughtful and safe. So we work hard to bring you lifestyle solutions that are clean, green and good for 
you. We focus, as much on what NOT to use, as what belongs in the bottle.

Würth Essentials



LEMYN ORGANICS™
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Kills more than 99.9999% of illness-causing 
germs in 15 seconds
Lemyn Organics™ worked with Eurofin, the premier, 
globally-recognized research lab to confirm effectiveness 
of our Medical-Grade Hand Sanitizer Gel on more than 
30 strains of illness-causing microorganisms. In every test, 
nearly all traces of the harmful bacteria were killed in just 
15 seconds.

97% Organic & Biobased certified
The USDA Certified Biobased product label actually lists 
the percentage of biobased content in each product. This 
helps consumers identify biobased products and increases 
the demand for renewable commodities. Our hope is that 
sharing our biobased content will encourage consumers to 
make more informed and conscious decisions about how 
products are made.

Clinically tested for zero skin sensitivity
Dermatologists and researchers at Cantor Research Labs, 
have clinically approved via lab and wide-scale consumer 
studies, that Lemyn Organics™ Medical-Grade Hand 
Sanitizer Gel is 100% sensitive skin safe, hypoallergenic 
and non-irritating.

12 fl. (professional use & high traffic areas)
Convenient hand pump

Your Health Comes First
At Lemyn Organics™, we’re on a mission to make cleaner, simpler, earth-friendly products that put people first. Did you 
know that the FDA has a running list of 200+ sanitizers that are ineffective or potentially harmful? Our team of experts 
creates formulas that have passed the toughest green science standards and clinical trials. A formula that is tough on 
germs and easy on skin. It protects your hands against the spread of infections, moisture loss, dryness and irritation. 
Uncomplicated and incredibly effective, that’s Lemyn Organics™.



LEMYN ORGANICS™
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8 fl. (ideal for household & office use)
Flip-top, spill proof cap

2 fl. oz. (for trial & on the go)
Disc-top, spill proof cap

Proven Effective
• 99.99% Effective against many illness-causing germs in  
    15 seconds
• 70% USDA Organic, plant-based alcohol — the       
    highest grade available with the least impurities (US   
    Pharmaceutical Grade)
• Safe for even the most sensitive skin – kids included

Clean. Green.
• All Natural & Organic formula- No dyes or synthetic  
    fragrances, ever
• PETA-Certified Vegan & Cruelty Free; Gluten-Free and       
    Non-Toxic
• Never sticky, leaves hands feeling clean, silky smooth &  
    refreshed

Hard-working. Hydrating.
• Professional-grade for a fast & effective clean
• Enriched with skin-loving moisturizers & fatty acids- ideal  
    for frequent use
• pH-balanced to maintain skin’s health & vitality

Full Ingredients List
Water (Aqua), Glycerin* (plant based), Aloe Barbadensis Leaf 
Extract*, Sodium Hyaluronate, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed 
Oil*, Persea Gratissima (Avocado) Oil*, Symphytum Officinale Root 
Extract*, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil*, Panthenol, 
Tocopheryl Acetate, Citrus Aurantium Dulcis (Orange) Peel Oil, 
Carbomer, Citric Acid, Aminomethyl Propanol

*Organic

It’s What’s Inside that Really Counts
Lemyn Organics™ Medical-Grade Hand Sanitizer Gel takes waterless washing to a whole new level. Our completely 
clean, no-rinse, residue-free formula exceeds FDA, CDC and WHO standards for effectively killing germs while 
remaining safe for sensitive skin. Effective. Fast-Drying. Never sticky. Deeply hydrating waterless wash. Perfect for daily 
use. A lot of benefits in an easy-to-use bottle with our signature punchy citrus label. It’s everything you’ve wanted, without 
the fluff, hype and confusion that comes with navigating the crowded cleansing market.

Würth Essentials
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MEET THE NEW GENERATION OF MOBILE SANITIZATION SPOTS

SANI-STOP
Imagine a safer, organized future with more peace of mind for your employees and customers. 
Sani-Stop is the recognized “Go-To” Sanitization Spot with mobile solutions, specifically 
designed to help dramatically reduce the spread of germs and viruses by providing a 
recognizable location for people to use across all areas of life.

With a powerful call-to-action, these sanitization solutions are built to last and hold everything 
you need including hand sanitizer, disinfecting wipes, masks, gloves, and tissues.



Quick & Convenient Solution
•  No tools required for assembly!

•  Sanitization & protection in one  

    convenient location  

•  Easy to move and hold in place

Best Used For:
•  Distribution centers & warehouses

•  Hospitals, clinics & medical centers

•  Nursing homes and daycare facilities

•  Office building & banks

•  Self-contained supply storage

•  Easy to capture wipe waste 

•  Easy to clean, germ-resistant surfaces

•  Adjustable and customizable 

•  Private label ready

7To place your Sani-Stop™ order, please call 877-218-6001 or email CustomerService@WurthEssentials.com

SENTINEL
Product Details

Indoor/Outdoor
Germ Resistant Surfaces, Easily Cleaned

Foot Pump
Refillable Hand Sanitizer Reservoir (2,400 ml)

Corrosive Resistant
Bolt Holes in Base Plate for Fixed Installation

Product Consumables (sold separately)
Hand Sanitizer

Make It Yours
Custom Private Labeling Available

Dimensions
15 x 15 x 42 inches

Construction
Powder-Coated Steel

Durable Hardware – Security Lock
Direct Printed Graphic

Weight (No supplies)
50 lbs.

Easy assembly! 
No tools required.

Foot Pump

Hand Sanitizer
Dispenser

The SENTINEL is a streamlined and stylized, foot-pump sanitization stand that is ideal as an attention-getting, indoor or outdoor solution. In 
addition to looking good, the SENTINEL is also designed to withstand the elements, making it the perfect, permanent solution for entrances and 
exits to any facility, park, or public space.
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POST POST XL
Product Details

Indoor Only
Germ Resistant Surfaces, Easily Cleaned

Lockable Storage
Product Consumables (sold 
separately)

Wipes (standard 
container)

Wipes (bucket)

Waste bags
Make It Yours

Custom Private Labeling Available
Dimensions

10.5 x 10.5 x 36 
inches

17 x 17 x 36 inches

Construction
PVC and Aluminum Composite Material (ACM)

Bolt Holes For Permanent Installation
Durable Hardware – Latches, Hinges, Lock

Weight (No Supplies)
20 lbs. 30 lbs

Quick & Convenient Solution
•  No tools required for assembly!

•  Sanitization & protection in one  

    convenient location  

•  Easy to move and hold in place

Best Used For:
•  Distribution centers & warehouses

•  Hospitals, clinics & medical centers

•  Nursing homes and daycare facilities

•  Office building & banks

•  Self-contained supply storage

•  Easy to clean, germ-resistant surfaces

•  Private label ready

POST

POST XL

Easy assembly! 
No tools required.

The POST & POST XL “wipes only” sanitizing options perfectly compliment the entire family of Sani-Stop™ solutions. 
The Post conveniently hold standard wipes containers and built-in waste, while the Post XL accommodates large 
capacity wipes containers as well as additional wipes storage.
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SENTRY TYKE
Product Details

Indoor/Outdoor
Hand-Pump or Touch-Free Dispenser

Germ Resistant Surfaces, Easily Cleaned
Lockable Storage

Bolt Holes in Base Plate for Fixed Installation
Waste Bin (4.5 Liter)

Product Consumables (sold separately)
Hand Sanitizer (1 Gal. or 1,200 ml)

Wipes
Make It Yours

Custom Private Labeling Available
Dimensions

14 x 14 x 40.5 inches 12 x 12 x 27 inches
Construction

Aluminum Composite Material (ACM)
Durable Hardware – Latches, Hinges, Security Lock

Battery Powered Dispenser (four D batteries not 
included)

Weight (No Supplies)
29 lbs. 13.5 lbs

Optional
Cabinet without Wipes 

and Waste
Units Sold Separately or as a Bundle

SENTRY with
 Touch -Free Dispenser

TYKE with 
Hand-Pump Dispenser

To place your Sani-Stop™ order, please call 877-218-6001 or email CustomerService@WurthEssentials.com

Easy assembly! 
No tools required.

The SENTRY is a stylish, touch-free and high-capacity Sani-Stop that includes convenient wipes and waste bin. This 
recognizable “Go-To” sanitization spot for customer sanitization can be easily positioned for quick Sani-Stop & Go use 
anywhere you need it. 



To place your Sani-Stop™ order, please call 877-218-6001 or email CustomerService@WurthEssentials.com

SOLO
Product Details

Indoor Only
Hand-Pump or Touch-Free Dispenser

Germ Resistant Surfaces, Easily Cleaned
Lockable Storage (1 Lock)

Waste Bin (20 qts.)
Lockable Rolling Casters for Mobility

Product Consumables (sold separately)
Hand Sanitizer (1 Gal. or 1,200 ml)

Wipes, Gloves, Masks, Tissues
Disinfectant Spray (with accessory)

Paper Towels (with accessory)
Make It Yours

Custom Private Labeling Available
Dimensions

18 x 17.25 x 45 inches
Construction

Aluminum Composite Glove & Mask Dispensers
Durable 3/4” Thermally Fused Laminate Panels

Durable Hardware – Latches, Hinges, Security Lock
Battery Powered Dispenser (four D batteries not included)
Weight (No Supplies)

72 lbs.
Accessories

SIDEKICK (Extended Sanitization Solution)
Two Spray Bottles (24 fl. oz.)

Paper Towel Holder (Standard Roll Size)
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The SOLO is a fully integrated sanitization cart that makes it easy to help reduce the spread of germs, bacteria and 
viruses through easy to access hand sanitizer, wipes, masks, gloves, tissues and the included waste bin.

Easy assembly! 
No tools required.

SOLO with
 SIDEKICK Caddy

SOLO



Quick & Convenient Solution
•  No tools required for assembly!

•  Sanitization & protection in one  

    convenient location  

•  Easy to move with lockable, rolling casters

Best Used For:
•  Distribution centers & warehouses

•  Hospitals, clinics & medical centers

•  Nursing homes and daycare facilities

•  Office building & banks

•  Self-contained supply storage

•  Easy to capture wipe waste 

•  Easy to clean, germ-resistant surfaces

•  Adjustable and customizable 

•  Private label ready

To place your Sani-Stop™ order, please call 877-218-6001 or email CustomerService@WurthEssentials.com

VERSA
Product Details

Indoor Only
Germ Resistant Surfaces, Easily Cleaned

Two Spray Bottle (24 fl. oz)
4 Easy-Grip Handles
Waste Bin (20 qts.)

Lockable Rolling Casters for Mobility (removable)
Product Consumables (sold separately)

Paper Towels (8” x 600 ft. industrial)
Waste Bags

Disinfectant Spray
Make It Yours

Custom Private Labeling Available
Dimensions

15.5 x 15.5 x 40.5 inches
Construction

PVC and Aluminum Composite Material (ACM)
PVC and ACM Spray Bottle Holders

Durable Hardware – Handles, Rolling Casters
Weight (No Supplies)

17 lbs.
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The VERSA is designed to house your critica sanitization materials in one conveniently mobile location and—with large, 
easy to roll casters—you can move this solution wherever you may need it.

Easy assembly! 
No tools required.



COMING SOON...
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MAKE IT YOURS!
CUSTOMIZE YOUR SANI-STOP

One logo. One color.
With SANI-STOP™ you can provide personal sanitization options and peace of mind—customized to fit seemlessly within your 

environment. Add your official logo and color to your sanitization solution.

Steps for Private Label SANI-STOP Orders:
1. Choose which models you’d like custom private labeled.
2. Provide a vector EPS file of your approved organization logo. High-resolution TIF and JPG files are also acceptable.
3. Provide the Pantone or CMYK value for the SANI-STOP stripe decal.
4. After submission, receive SANI-STOP proof for approval.
5. That’s it! Receive your SANI-STOP and put it in place.



Dimensions 14.5” x 14.5” x 23”

Weight 45 lbs.

Color Sandstone

Noise Level 50dB (Low), 66dB (High)

Filter Access Removable Bottom Plate

Filter Life 5 Years

Airflow Output from Upper Deck, 360°

Fan Rating 400 CFM
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Air Purifier

Würth Essentials

EDUAIR PORTABLE AIR PURIFIER
SKU: CL400
The Eduair CL400 portable air purifier is designed for school 
spaces such as classrooms, offices and study rooms. The quiet, 
compact design is unobtrusive while delivering constant True 
Medical HEPA grade filtration. Get back to school with clean air 
for both students & staff.

Technical Specifications

Filter Assembly
4 Stage Filtration
• Large particle pre-filter
• Medium particle pre-filter
• Carbon/zeolite odor absorbing filter
• 60 sq. ft. of true, medical grade HEPA filter media

Filter Details
• 13.5”D x 14.5”H
• Meets HEPA standards, trapping 99.7% of
particulates larger than 0.3 microns
• Total weight: 23 lbs.

Fan & Motor Assembly
• 3 Speed control switch
• Power: 1.2 amps, 120 volts, 132 watts
• Permanent split capacitor motor rated for
continuous high RPM long life duty
• CSA and UL approved

5-Year Warranty

5-Year Mechanical Warranty
Your Portable Air Purifier is warranted to be free from
defects in material and workmanship for a period of
5-years from the date of purchase; provided your portable
air purifier was operated under normal use and that you
have completed and returned your warranty registration.

5-Year Pro-rated Filter Warranty
This unit comes with a 5-year pro-rated filter warranty,
by far the most comprehensive in the industry. No more
costly filter replacements every few months or even years.
These filters are designed to last for an amazing 5 years,
under normal use.

30-Day, No-Questions-Asked, Money-Back Guarantee
In the unlikely event that you’re not completely satisfied
with your portable air purifier, return it within 30-days,
no-questions-asked.

Limited Availability



Item # Size Type

PSC240 24 Oz Bottle with Trigger Spray

PSC128 1 Gal Gallon Jug

PSC050 5 Gal Jug with Spigot

Hand Sanitizer &
Disinfectant

ProSpray Disinfectant
• EPA Registered       
• Water Based Formula       
• Preferred for a wide variety of surfaces including equipment, vinyls, 
    plastics & metals  
• Will not stain or bleach hard surfaces   
• Stays wet on surfaces longer for full contact time    

• So safe it is now EPA approved for use without gloves  
• Deodorizer with light lemon scent    
• Sustained antimicrobial action after application which is not found  
    with alcohol or bleach compounds 
• Meets CDC guidelines for surface disinfection in the presence of  
    blood and other soils     

SEE OUR WURTH RAGS
ON PAGE 26!

Item #
9501007320

ProSanitize Gallon Gel Hand Sanitizer  
• 70% ethanol alcohol helps kill germs
• Targets bacteria
•Antimicrobal formula
• Sulfate free and Paraben free
• Great addition to any Sani-Stop model
• Clean, light odor
• Made in the USA
• Cruelty-Free
• 3rd part tested to not contain impurities
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5-Year Warranty

5-Year Mechanical Warranty
Your Portable Air Purifier is warranted to be free from
defects in material and workmanship for a period of
5-years from the date of purchase; provided your portable
air purifier was operated under normal use and that you
have completed and returned your warranty registration.

5-Year Pro-rated Filter Warranty
This unit comes with a 5-year pro-rated filter warranty,
by far the most comprehensive in the industry. No more
costly filter replacements every few months or even years.
These filters are designed to last for an amazing 5 years,
under normal use.

30-Day, No-Questions-Asked, Money-Back Guarantee
In the unlikely event that you’re not completely satisfied
with your portable air purifier, return it within 30-days,
no-questions-asked.

Würth Essentials

Limited Availability



Item #

9501007434990 1

Item #

9501007159990 1

Sprayers
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Manual Backpack Sprayer, 4 Gallon 
• Internal No Leak Pump design is safer to use — chemicals will not drip down your back 
• Durable, 21” poly wand with the highest quality Viton® seals for chemical resistance 
• Premium, lockable shut off with brass components and an in-line filter 
• Padded shoulder harness
• 4 nozzles included: brass adjustable, 2 flat fans, and foaming nozzle. Also accepts TeeJet® nozzles
• 1-Year limited warranty

Manual Sprayer, 1 Gallon
• Versatile 1 Gallon sprayer designed for Heavy Duty Commercial Cleaning, Sanitizing, and Applying Harsh  
    Chemicals 
• Premium, commercial grade non-corrosive shut-off with comfortable grip, lock-on feature, and easy-to-clean 
    in-line filter
• 14” Poly wand and 36” Hose allows for precise material placement and material control 
• Viton® seals throughout pump and shut-off for long-term resistance to chemicals 
• Integrated stability base keeps the sprayer upright also providing convenient wand storage that protects the  
    nozzle 
• Convenient pressure release valve helps prevent chemicals from getting on you before opening the tank
• Includes 5 nozzles for ultimate application versatility: 
         poly adjustable, brass adjustable, 2 flat fan styles, and patented Hi-Performance foaming nozzle
• Limited 1-Year Warranty

Battery Operated Backpack Sprayer, 4 Gallon
• 18 Volt lithium-ion 2.1 amp hour battery
• 4 hours of spray duration on a single charge or 50 gallons of liquid (with 8002 nozzle)
• 3.5 hour charger included
• Pre-set spraying pressure at 40 PSI, 0.2 GPM, for typical applications (with 8002      nozzle)
• Poly wand and powder coated steel frame for durability and chemical resistance
• Padded shoulder harness
• Includes 4 nozzles: brass adjustable (enables stream to fine spray), medium volume flat fan, low  
    volume flat fan, and foaming nozzle
•  Internal No leak pump design is safer to use – chemicals will not drip down your back
• 1-Year limited warranty

Würth Essentials

EPA LIST N
REGISTERED TO KILL

COVID-19!

Item #

9501007249990 1



Item #

0890900900088    6

Item #

PSWC-1
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Wipes

Item #

ACD50WIPES

ProSpray™ Disinfectant Wipes  
• 240 ready-to-use, disposable surface-disinfectant wipes   
• Use to clean and disinfect a wide range of nonporous surfaces     
    including metal, plastic, and vinyl 
• Kills HIV-1 in 1 minute and salmonella, pseudomonas, E. coli, and  
    TB in 10 minutes. Also kills poliovirus and hepatitis B  
      

 

       

 
This product is registered on the EPA’s List N. The EPA expects all products on List 
N to kill the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) when used according to the label 
directions. EPA Registration Number: 46851-12

Alcohol Wipes
•  Contains 50 individual, 75% alcohol wipes
• 99.9% of germs
• Rapid sterilization

Universal Cleaning Wipes, Solvent & VOC Free
•  Contains 90, perforated, pop-up towels saturated with a special, heavy-  
     duty cleaning solution
•  Very effectively dissolves grease, grime, oil, lubricants, paints, tar, inks and  
     more

EPA LIST N
REGISTERED TO KILL

COVID-19!

Würth Essentials

The sale of this item is restricted to specific 
geographic regions



Item # Box Qty

0899 120 002 10 each

Item # Box Qty

DSKN95MASK-10 10 each

Item # Box Qty

FM3PLY 10 each

FM3PLY 50 EACH 50 each
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Blue Pleated Mask, 3 Ply
•  Soft and comfortable
•  Elastic ear strap design
•  Not intended for surgical or certified medical use
Packing: Shown below.  Sold in full boxes only.

KN95 Mask, Disposable
• Limits virus spreading better than 3 ply masks
• Adjustable comfort fit nose rim to provide a close fit
• NOTE: Mask may vary slightly from image shown.
Packing: Shown below.  Sold in full pack quantities.     
          

MASKS

Würth Essentials

N95 MASKS, Disposable
•  NIOSH Approved
•  Flexible nose clip adapts well to face, provides reliable sealing around the  
     nose and reduces fogging
•  Effective and comfortable protection against dust, solid and liquid particles
•  Comfortable exhalation valve reduces resistance when exhaling

The sale of this item is restricted to specific 
geographic regions

The sale of this item is restricted to specific 
geographic regions



Item # 

SHTD8813C
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Masks, Face Shields 
& Thermometers

Item # 

17-12050

Face Shield
•  Internal testing meets D3 liquid splash protection and  
     ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2015 standard for impact, optical clarity and haze 
•  Strap and foam colors may vary as well as thickness of plastic 
•  Do not use as protection against flames or sparks 
•  Length: 9-1/2”
•  NOTE: N95 mask not included 
Packing and Sold in: Each

Digital Thermometer, Dual Mode
•  Measure time: ≤ 2 seconds
•  Automatic Power-Off: ≤ 18 seconds
•  Weight: 3.04 oz without batteries
•  Size: 5-7/16” L x 3-3/4” W x 1-9/16” H
•  Requires (2) AAA batteries (not included)
Packing and Sold In: Each. 

DON’T FORGET  
THE BATTERIES!  
Item #
0827111
Sold in multiples of 4 each

     
 

Item # Description Box Qty

9A-CLOTH Mask Only 1 each

9A-FILTER PM2.5 Filter 2 Filters

Item # Box Qty

MASK6LAYER 20 each

White Pleated Mask, Reusable
• Spun bond polypropylene 6 layer masks are softer, more comfortable, and more       
    durable, than standard blue pleated paper masks
• Pliable and comfortable due to material being ultra-sonically bonded 
• Polypropylene material helps to propel away moisture 
• With Metal Nose Clip
• Machine washable, air dry       
         

Reusable Mask, Adjustable
• 3-Layer reusable mask made of knit jersey fabric
• Inside pocket to place filter (filter not included)
• Adjustable via toggles, one size fits most
• Color may vary

• Cloth face coverings are recommended  
    by the CDC
Packing and Sold in: Each

Würth Essentials
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Disposable Gloves

Würth Essentials

Würth powder free and textured 
nitrile gloves for everyday tasks.

• Textured to provide excellent 
    non-slip wet gripping power 
• Powder free gloves are more 
   skin-friendly, far stronger and are a  
   lot more versatile
• Rolled cuff for easy on/off and  
    added strength
• For non-medical use only 
• Sold in full box quantities

Nitrile Gloves, Powder Free
and Textured

Do your part to keep yourself germ-free longer!



Item# Size

089944408 773   12 Medium

089944409 773   12 Large

089944410 773   12 Extra Large

Nitrile Coated Gloves
•  Gray foam nitrile palm coating on 13 gauge seamless nylon liner
•  Maintenance, chemical handling and processing (light to medium), fabrication, parts assembly,  
     sheet metal, metal fabrication and grinding

Item# Size
0899400415773   12 Medium

0899400416773   12 Large

0899400417773   12 Extra Large

08999400418773   1 2 Extra Large
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Reusable Gloves

Nitrile Coated Gloves
•  Seamless knitted dark gray with 13 gauge nylon liner and open back
•  Construction industry, wood processing, transportation, storage, and assembly
•  12 pairs per box; sold in full boxes only

WASH. RINSE. REUSE. REPEAT.
DID YOU KNOW? Did you know that you could wash your dipped gloves? 
In this current pandemic, hand protection will be more important than ever. 
We have multiple options for disposable nitrile gloves. However,  demand is 
at an all-time high, and stock is becoming very limited. Did you know that we 
sell dipped gloves that offer just as much protection as our disposable gloves? 

We recommend washing your 
Nitrile/Latex/Polyurethane 
(PU) coated gloves in a sink 
using mild laundry detergent 
or dish-washing soap. Wash 
thoroughly for at least 20
seconds or until gloves are 
clean.

Do NOT use bleach or solvents 
as these oxidizing agents can
cause discoloration.

We recommend air-drying
your gloves to prevent any
material shrinkage and
maintain proper sizing.

Do NOT machine dry with 
heat or expose the gloves to  
a heat source other than
indirect sunlight.

These dipped gloves are reusable, but they can be washed with soap 
and water just like your hands! Washing your hands with soap and water 
for 20 seconds is still one of the most effective ways to prevent viruses. 
Just choose your glove option below and follow the glove care guidelines 
after each use.

Würth Essentials



Item # Box Qty

AH000100 10 pack
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Gowns &
Shoe Covers

Item # Color
344321 Blue

When you need to go the extra mile, 
no one has your back like Würth does.

50” Chlorinated Polyethylene Gown
• Disposable, chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) smock provides         
    effective protection for clothing
• Great for splash applications
• Thumb loop adds convenience
• Made with FDA compliant materials for use in food service
• Not tested for medical use

Shoe Covers
• Elasticized to keep from slipping
• Fit over top of almost any footwear to prevent scratching floors
• Protect hardwood, laminate, and tile surfaces

Würth Essentials

The sale of this item is restricted to specific geographic regions

The sale of this item is restricted to specific geographic regions



Item # Pallet Qty

VUPOLYSHEET3MM48 26

VUPOLYSHEET5MM48 10

VUPOLYSHEET5.5MM48 11

VUPOLYSHEET6MM48 10

Item # Size
777-CS-FT-2424 23.5" W x 23.5" H
777-CS-FT-3224 31.5" W x 23.5" H
777-CS-FT-3232 31.5" W x 31.5" H
777-CS-FT-4832 47.5" W x 31.5" H
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Cashier/Countertop Shields, 10” W x 4”H 
Opening size
•  Protect your customers and your employees!
•  Easy to assemble, everything you need is included in 
     one box
•  Material is .177” clear acrylic, peel coat on 2 sides 
•  Includes (2) 5.75” x 10” base feet per shield 
•  Each foot includes (2) 4” strips of Neoprene Rubber   
    edging to prevent slipping

DON’T FORGET 
THE CLEANER!  
Item #: 8890925

Countertop Shields &
Poly Sheets

Polycarbonate Sheets, 4’ x 8’  
• Polycarbonate raw material  
• Transparent color  
• Thickness tolerance +/-.3mm  
• 30-50x more impact resistant than acrylic
• Peel coat on both sides
• B Grade Flame Retardant

Würth Essentials

The sale of this item is restricted 
to specific geographic regions



Item# Anti-Fog

0899103132773 No

0899103138773 Yes

Item #  Anti-Fog

0899103218773 Yes

Eye Protection
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Nova Foam Lined Safety Glasses
• Removable flame resistant foam padding helps limit eye exposure to  
   dust and particles 
• Scratch resistant, non-adjustable
• Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements

Trendus Safety Glasses, Lightweight
•  Economical lightweight glasses offer superior protection
•  99% UV protection; exceeds ANSI Z87.1-2003
•  Clear lenses and scratch resistant 

Item #  Lens Color Anti-Fog
0899103200773 Clear No
0899103202773 Clear Yes
0899103201773 Tinted No
0899103203773 Mirror No
0899103204773 Blue Anti Fatigue No

Item# Anti-Fog

0899103208773 Yes

Kinetic Safety Glasses, Adjustable Temples
•  Full side protection without distracting seams or traditional type side  
     shields
•  Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements
• Scratch Resistant
• Adjustable temples

Fission Safety Glasses, Lightweight
•  Integrated nose piece
•  Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements
•  Scratch resistant

Würth Essentials



Item #  Anti-Fog

0899103125773 Yes

Item #  Anti-Fog

0899103221773 Yes

Item #  Anti-Fog

0899103222773    Yes

Removable, Face 
Shield/Adjustable

Barracuda OTG Eye & Face Protection
• Fits over prescription glasses
• Removable vent caps allow the user to remove when more      
    ventilation is required or leave in place for unsurpassed chemical        
    splash resistance
• Includes 2 disposable tear-off shield covers 
• W2X anti-fog, anti-scratch coating is bonded to the lenses, and will  
    continue to be effective even after repeated cleanings
• Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements

Aegis OTG Safety Goggles
• Goggle provides protection against dust and chemical splash
• Polycarbonate lenses are scratch resistant and fit over most prescription  
    glasses
• Soft vinyl goggle body conforms to facial contours and featured fully     
    adjustable elastic band
• Removable vent caps allow the user to remove when more ventilation is       
    required or leave in place for unsurpassed chemical splash resistance
• W2X anti-fog, anti-scratch coating is bonded to the lenses
• Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements

Impex Safety Glasses, Over-The-Glass
•  Lightweight and economical, vented temples for added comfort
•  99% UV protection; exceeds ANSI Z87.1-2003
• Scratch resistant, non-adjustable

Item #  Lens Color AntiFog

0899103210773 Clear Yes

0899103211773 Ice Blue Mirror No

Item# Anti-Fog

0899103130773 No
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Eye Protection

Flexyle, Safety Glasses, Adjustable
•  Ratcheting temples and adjustable nose piece provide different 
     angles for perfect view and fit 
•  90% UV protection; exceeds ANSI Z87.1-2003
• Scratch Resistant
• Adjustable temples

Element Safety Glasses, Ultra Light Sport 
•  Integrated nose piece
•  Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 High Impact Requirements
•  Scratch resistant

Würth Essentials



Item # Box Size
0899800404961  1 #25

Item # Box Size
0899800304961  1 #5

0899800305961  1 #10
0899800306961  1 #25

Item # Box Size
0899800401961  1 #5

0899800402961  1 #10
0899800403961  1 #25

Rags
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White Cotton Knit Rags 
New Material  
• Washed, bleached and processed for absorbency
• Usable size of 12” x 12” and up   
• Use for staining, painting, cleaning and more  
 

Item # Box Size
0899800300961  1 #5

0899800301961  1 #10
0899800302961  1 #25
0899800303961  1 #50

White Cotton Knit Rags  
Recycled/Reclaimed Material  
• Washed, bleached and processed for absorbency  
• Usable size of 12” x 12” and up   
• Use for staining, painting, cleaning and more   

Gray Cotton Knit Rags, New Material 
• Cotton knits are washed and processed for absorbency 
• Usable size of 12” x 12” and up  
• Use for painting, cleaning and more  

Colored Fleece/Sweatshirt Rags  
Recycled/Reclaimed Material   
• Recycled (reclaimed) washed cotton knit material  
• Usable size of 12” x 12” and up   
• Use for cleaning and other shop applications
• Color varies   

Würth Essentials



Item # Box Size
0899800404961  1 #25

Item # Box Size
0899800401961  1 #5

0899800402961  1 #10
0899800403961  1 #25
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@WurthEssentials @WurthEssentials @WurthEssentials

ALL THE HEALTH ESSENTIALS YOU 
NEED AT THE TIPS OF YOUR FINGERS.

Conveniently order everything you need online! 
Simply visit your Würth company’s website, listed on 
the back cover. Browse, add to cart and check out!

Did our catalog catch your eye? Place your order 
by calling your Würth company’s customer service 
phone number, listed on the back cover.

Want to be the first to know about exclusive deals, 
sales, and product offerings? Follow us on social to 
stay in the loop!

GET WHAT YOU NEED WHEN YOU NEED IT

Place Your Order!

Würth Essentials



Würth Essentials

For pricing and availability, please contact your
Würth company through the information 
provided above.

Copyright© Würth Essentials
All rights reserved.

@WurthEssentials @WurthEssentials @WurthEssentials

Our offering, like the current global situation, is 
ever-evolving, but our mission remains the same; 
to provide the essentials everyone needs to stay 
healthy and keep going as seamlessly as possible.

 – Your Würth Essentials Team

Würth Essentials
P: 877-218-6001
E: CustomerService@WurthEssentials.com
W: www.wurthessentials.com
A: 909 Forest Edge Dr, 
Vernon Hills, IL 60061

Würth Baer Supply Company
P: 800-289-2237
E: BaerCustomerService@WurthBaerSupply.com
W: www.baersupply.com
A: 909 Forest Edge Dr, 
Vernon Hills, IL 60061

Würth Louis and Company
P: 800-422-4389
E: CustomerService@WurthLAC.com
W: www.wurthlac.com
A: 895 Columbia St,
Brea, CA 92821

Würth Wood Group
P: 877-469-8784
E: Marketing@WurthWoodGroup.com
W: www.wurthwoodgroup.com
A: 4250 Golf Acres Dr,
Charlotte, NC 28208


